CHALLENGING & INSPIRING FIELD PROJECTS

- Traditional Knowledge systems: Reviving dying craft & art forms
- Geographic Information Systems (GIS): Theory, application & field work
- Teach, inspire & mentor - Teach and inspire remote village school children
- Tribes & Livelihoods - Economic & social surveys of tribal regions
- Special Needs Groups - Give a helping hand
- Immigrant Labor communities of Nilgiris: Challenges of Livelihood
- The Kurumba tribe: Forest medicine and applications
- Intensive vs. Organic farming: Field study
- Ecological treks: Native ecology vs. invasive species
- Geography & Biology coursework study projects
- Tourism & its impact on ecologically sensitive areas
- Nature & Wildlife Photography and many more

Educational field trips by One Earth Foundation focus on environmental action and community service. These high impact field excursions are conducted in the ecologically sensitive Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve (South India) and aim to sensitize and connect young minds with the natural and cultural wealth of the region.
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THE NILGIRIS BIOSPHERE RESERVE (NBR) - OUR CLASSROOM

Our projects and field trips are conducted in the Nilgiris Biosphere Reserve – the very first biosphere of India recognized by The United Nations. The biosphere is rich in flora and fauna and also acclaimed for its high endemism. It is physically located in peninsular India where the mountain ranges of Western Ghats and Eastern Ghats collide and encompasses 6 national and wildlife parks. For millennia, these hills and their forests have been home to 6 primitive tribes of India. The ecologically sensitive & culturally rich Nilgiris is truly a treasure trove of learning for visiting students.

EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIPS

Enviro Trips, a division of One Earth Foundation, organizes educational field trips for students from some of the leading IB and IG schools in India and from overseas. These high impact field excursions are customized to meet the demanding coursework requirements in study areas like CAS, ESS, geography, biology, global perspectives, etc.

Our field trips aim to engage and involve students in the most pressing cultural, socio-economic and environmental issues of the region and to positively impact its tribal and indigenous communities.